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Abstract: Existing distortion functions in steganography which achieved high undetectability are 

designed for unprocessed natural image. Nowadays, a large number of images are filtered before 

transmitting for the sake of beautification. In this situation, existing distortion functions should be 

improved to fit the properties of these beautified images. This paper proposes a distortion function 

optimization method for steganography on beautified images. Given an unprocessed image, a 

popular image beautification software is employed to produce two similar beautified images. One of 

them is used for embedding and the other one is employed as reference. Guided by the reference, 

existing distortion functions are improved by distinguishing the embedding costs for ±1 embedding. 

After embedding, the stego image is closer to the reference, which results in a higher undetectability 

against steganalysis. Experimental results also proved the increasing of undetectability when 

examined by modern steganalytic tools. 
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1. Introduction  

Steganography aims to transmit data secretly through digital media without drawing suspicion 

by slightly modifying cover data [1–4]. On the contrary, steganalysis is a technology to detect the 

secret transmission by analyzing the suspicious media. Therefore, the capability of resisting 

steganalysis is crucial to achieve steganography. Early steganographic methods try to increase the 

undetectability by decreasing the quantity of embedding changes [5–7]. However, it is not enough to 

guarantee the security performance since the strong correlation in natural image. Currently, the most 

effective steganography scheme is the STC (Syndrome Trellis Coding) based embedding [8], which 

is a practical approach to achieve minimal additive distortion between cover and stego image with a 
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user-defined distortion function. Where the distortion function assigns a embedding cost for each 

cover element. In this framework, a well-designed distortion function is the critical factor [9]. There 

are numbers of typical distortion functions for spatial images [10–13] or JPEG images [14–18]. In 

this paper, we discuss JPEG steganography since JPEG is the most popular image format. A 

distortion function for JPEG steganography assigns embedding costs for all DCT coefficients. These 

embedding costs are used to quantify the effects when modifying the DCT coefficients. Combining 

with STC, the minimal cost embedding can be achieved. 

However, existing distortion functions which achieved high undetectability are designed for 

unprocessed natural images. Nowadays, various of applications for image filtering in mobile or 

computer are widely used in order to beautify images. The pursuit of beauty has become so 

demanding that few people willing to put unpolished pictures [19–23] on public. Figure 1 shows an 

image of data set ImageNet [24] and its beautified versions in several different styles. Comparing 

with original version, the beautified image seems more beautiful. 

                  

(a)                 (b)                 (c)                  (d) 

Figure 1. Performance of image beautification(a) original image, (b) beautified image in 

LOMO style, (c) beautified image in freshness style, (d) beautified image in sweet style. 

In addition, from the initial simple whitening to local details now, companies have developed 

many beautification softwares with convenient grooming process to attract more users, e.g. 

“BeautyCam” [25], “CAMERA360” [26] and “TianTianPiTu” [27]. As a result, a large number of 

images are filtered before transmitting for the sake of beautification. That means that people are 

willing to transmit pictures in a public platform after been beautified. In this situation, existing 

distortion functions should be improved to fit the properties of the beautified images. 

This paper proposes a distortion function optimization method for beautified images. We use a 

popular image beautification software to beautify a given image twice to produce two similar 

beautified images. One beautified image is used to guide the embedding made on the other one. 

Specifically, existing distortion functions are improved by distinguishing the embedding costs for ±1 

embedding. Experimental results show that the undetectability of existing distortion functions for 

JPEG steganography is improved using the proposed method. 

2.  Proposed method 

The flowchart of the proposed method is illustrated in Figure 2. Given an unprocessed natural 

image, a popular image beautification software is executed twice to produce two similar beautified 

images. One of them is used as cover, the other one is employed as reference. An existing STC based 
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steganographic method is employed on the cover image to obtain a initial distortion function. Guided 

by the reference image, the embedding costs assigned by the initial distortion function are adjusted to 

achieve higher undetectability. The details are as follows. 
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Figure 2. The proposed framework for distortion function optimization. 

2.1. Reference and cover image generation 

The image beautification software “BeautyCam” is employed to produce beautified images. 

“BeautyCam” is a popular app which provides kinds of filter effect styles e. g. LOMO(Lomography), 

sweet etc. Filter effect can be achieved by adjusting the weights of RGB channels and some 

special operations. 

For example, in LOMO style, the pixels in red channel are manipulated using Equation (1). 

where x∈[0,255] is the value of a pixel, s∈[0,1] is a constant to decide the degree of transformed 

color, and y is the obtained pixel. Then a hole map is produced and multiply with the obtained image. 

To produce the hole map, a gray image with a white circle inside with the same input image size is 

created firstly. Meanwhile, a blur filter function is used to get a smooth effect [28]. 

However, it is difficult to know the details of image beautification in "BeautyCam" since it is a 

commercial software. For this reason, we treat it as a black box. In the software “BeautyCam”, 

a opacity value β of the filter effect can be determined by a user, 1% ≤ β ≤ 100%. Given an image, 

different but similar beautified images can be produced with different values of β.  

                                                                      

(a)                 (b)                 (c)                  (d) 

Figure 3. Image beautification with different parameters (a) original image, (b) LOMO 

style with β = 100%, (c) LOMO style with β = 90%, (d) LOMO style with β = 80%. 
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As shown in Figure 3, an unprocessed natural image is beautified in LOMO style with β=100%, 

90%, and 80% respectively. We can see that the three beautified images are similar in spite of 

different β. In the proposed method, we produce the cover and reference images using two slightly 

different β. The suitable value of β will be discussed in subsection 2.3. 

2.2. Embedding cost setting 

For an unprocessed color-scale JPEG image Xo sized M×N, two similar beautified images Xc 

and Xr are produced using the image beautification software “BeautyCam”. Then Xc is used for 

embedding and Xr is used as reference. For a color-scale JPEG image, there are three channels in 

total: Y, Cb, Cr. We choose the Y channel for embedding since it is the main ingredient of a image 

and also sized M×N. Denote the (i, j)th quantized DCT coefficient in Y channel as y(i, j), the +1 and 

–1 embedding costs assigned for y(i, j) as ρ+(i, j) and ρ–(i, j) respectively, where i∈{1 , 2 , … , M}, 

j∈{1 , 2 , … , N} 

 In most steganographic methods based on STC, ρ+(i, j)=ρ–(i, j), that means the embedding costs 

for +1 and –1 modification are equal. As we discovered in [29], this equivalence is unreasonable. 

Inspired by this, an existing distortion function is improved by distinguishing the embedding costs 

for ±1 embedding. To distinguishing ±1 embedding costs, Xr is used as reference to guide the 

embedding made on Xc. 

Denote the (i, j)th quantized DCT coefficient in Y channel of Xc and Xr as yc(i, j) and yr(i, j) 

respectively, we improve the embedding costs assigned for yc(i, j) according to yr(i, j). The residuals 

R = {r(i, j)} between Xc and Xr are calculated using Equation (2). 

),(),(),( jiyjiyjir cr   (2)  

Let the improved embedding costs for ±1 embedding be ),(~ ji and ),(~ ji respectively. 

Guided by the residuals r(i, j), the initial embedding costs ρ+(i, j) and ρ–(i, j) assigned by one of the 

existing distortion functions is improved by Equations (3) and (4). 

 ),(),,(),(~ jirjifji     (3)  

 ),(),,(),(~ jirjifji     (4)  

The two functions f+(·) and f-(·) are used to adjust the initial embedding costs ρ+(i, j) and ρ–(i, j) with 

the help of r(i,j). The purpose of this adjustment is to shorten the difference of the two beautified 

images as far as possible. In this way, the stego beautified image is closer to the reference image, 

which results in a higher undetectability against steganalysis. According to this, the function 

functions f+(·) and f-(·) can be defined as, 
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where parameter α∈[0,1] is used to decide the extent of modification. By using Equations (5) and 

(6), the distortion functions are modified towards reference image. Therefore, the stego beautified 

image is closer to the reference image. A large α means ρ(i, j) is modified by a small amplitude, and 

vice versa. The improved embedding costs are the same with the initial versions if and only if α=1. 

The value of α will be discussed in next subsection. 

With embedding costs ),(~ ji and ),(~ ji , the popular STC framework is employed for data 

embedding, which achieves minimal additive distortion between cover and stego image with given 

embedding costs. For data extraction, the secret data m can be directly extracted from stego elements 

s by a matrix computation using the following Equation, 

m = Hs  (7)  

where H is a low density parity-check matrix determined by the embedding speed, the embedding 

efficiency and the payload. 

2.3. Parameters determination 

To find the best values of α and β, some experiments are carried out. We choose 1000 images 

from ImageNet to construct the datasets of original image. The 1000 images are cropped into 512 × 

512 and compressed into JPEG with quality factor QF = 75 respectively. We choose LOMO style 

with the opacity β = 100% to generate cover image. Reference image is constructed with the same 

filter effect but different β is set as 90%, 80%, 70%, 60% respectively. The initial embedding costs 

are obtained using the popular JPEG steganographic methods JUNIWARD and UERD, and the 

payload is set as 0.5 bpnzac (bit per non-zero AC coefficient). The parameter α∈[0,1] which is 

used to adjust embedding costs is set as {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, … ,1}.  

          

（a）                                  (b) 

Figure 4. Detection error of DCTR with ensemble classifier for LOMO style and QF = 

75 with (a) JUNIWARD, (b) UERD, and payload 0.5 bpnzac. 
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The detection error PE of steganalytic feature set DCTR [30] with ensemble classifier [31] is 

shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that the variations between PE and the values of α and β perform 

similar tendency for different cases. On the whole, the optimal value of α to modify cost value is 

around 0.4 and the optimal value of β to choose opacity is 90%. Therefore, the values of α and β are 

determined as 0.4 and 90% respectively in the proposed method. 

3. Experimental results 

To verify the proposed method, we have conducted many experiments to hide secret data. We 

first setup the experimental environments using the popular database. Then we provide the results of 

undetectability using the proposed method. 

3.1. Experiment setup 

The image dataset employed in our experiments is ImageNet which contains more than ten 

million uncompressed color-scale images.  

The first 5000 images are cropped into 512 × 512 and compressed into JPEG with quality factor 

QF = 75 and QF = 95 respectively. Then all the 10000 JPEG images are used as the original images 

as described in section 2. To produce the cover images and the corresponding reference images, three 

styles LOMO, freshness, and sweet of filter effect for image beautification are employed. Figure 5 

shows an image of ImageNet and its beautified versions in the employed three styles. 

                     

(a)                 (b)                 (c)                  (d) 

Figure 5. Example of image beautification(a) original image, (b) LOMO style, (c) 

freshness style, (d) sweet style. 

In this way, 60000 JPEG images are obtained. As shown in Table 1, there are 5000 cover images 

for each style and quality factor. Likewise, 5000 corresponding reference images also produced for 

each style and quality factor respectively. 

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, the popular JPEG steganographic methods 

JUNIWARD and UERD are used as benchmark. All embedding tasks are done by the STC 

framework. We set the payloads as 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7 bpnzac, respectively. 

For steganalysis, the popular feature sets ccJRM [32] and DCTR and are employed in our 

experiments. The ensemble classifier is used to measure the property of feature sets. In detail, half of 

the cover and stego feature sets are used as the training sets while the remaining half are used as 

testing sets. The criterion to evaluate the performance of feature sets is the minimal total error PE 
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under equal priors achieved on the testing sets: 








 


2
min FA MD

P
E
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P

FA

 (8)  

where PFA is the false alarm rate and PMD is the missed detection rate. The performance is evaluated 

using the average value of PE over 10 random tests. 

Table 1. Structure of cover and reference images. 

  LOMO sweet freshness 

QF = 75 
Cover images 5000 5000 5000 

Reference images 5000 5000 5000 

QF = 95 

Cover images 5000 5000 5000 

Reference images 5000 5000 5000 

3.2.  Image quality 

The distortion between cover and stego is important for security of steganography. The key step 

in our approach is to construct an appropriate reference image. Figure 6 shows the images produced 

during steganography with the proposed method. 

Figure 6(a) shows a JPEG image compressed by QF = 95, which is used as the original image 

Xo. After beautified with styles LOMO using opacity β = 100% and β = 90% respectively, the 

obtained cover and reference image Xc and Xr are shown in Figure 6(b) and Figure 6(c) respectively. 

With the guidance of Xr, Xc is embedded with payload 0.5 bpnzac. The corresponding stego image is 

shown in Figure 6(d). 

                   

 (a)                 (b)                 (c)                  (d) 

Figure 6. Images produced during steganography with the proposed method (a)original 

image, (b)cover image, (c)reference image, (d) stego image. 

It is clear that the reference image is similar to cover image. Therefore, it is reasonable to 

modify cover image towards the reference image. In addition, stego image is also close to the cover. 

That means the stego image preserves good quality. 
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3.3 Undetectability against steganalysis 

Since the proposed method improves the distortion function, we name the improved versions of 

JUNIWARD and UERD as “JUNIWARD-P”, and “UERD-P” respectively. Figure 7 ~ Figure 9 show 

the undetectability comparisons of these methods against ccJRM and DCTR with quality factor 75 

and 95 for three different beautification styles LOMO, sweet, and freshness. 

The results in Figure 7 ~ Figure 9 indicate that the undetectability of all steganographic methods 

for JPEG steganography are improved for most cases by using the proposed method, especially for 

the cases of large payload. In practical application, embedding with large payload is more 

meaningful to transmit secret data. 

For style LOMO, as shown in Figure 7, although the performance is slightly decreased for low 

payload, the PE of JUNIWARD can be improved by 3.26 % when payload is 0.6 bpnzac with DCTR 

for QF = 75, and 3.14 % with ccJRM for QF = 75. 

              

(a)                                       (b) 

            

(c)                                         (d) 

Figure 7. Comparisons of JUNIWARD, UERD and the improved versions against 

ccJRM and DCTR with QF = 75 and 95 for style LOMO (a) against DCTR with QF = 75, 

(b) against ccJRM with QF = 75, (c) against DCTR with QF = 95, (d) against ccJRM 

with QF = 95.    
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For style freshness, as shown in Figure 8, the improvement is 2.40 % when payload is 0.7 

bpnzac with DCTR for QF = 95. 

Figure 9 shows the results for style sweet, when payload is 0.5 bpnza with DCTR for 

JUNIWARD, the PE improved from 0.4188 to 0.4735. However, for QF = 75, the performance is 

only improved at the large payload. 

 

            

(a)                                       (b) 

               

(c)                                       (d) 

Figure 8. Comparisons of JUNIWARD, UERD and the improved versions against ccJRM and 

DCTR with QF = 75 and 95 for style freshness(a) against DCTR with QF = 75, (b) against ccJRM 

with QF = 75, (c) against DCTR with QF = 95, (d) against ccJRM with QF = 95. 

4. Conclusion 

This paper proposes a universal method to improve the distortion functions in steganography for 

beautified images. Given an unprocessed natural image, the image beautification operation is 

executed twice to produce two similar beautified images. One is used for embedding and the other 

one for guidance. With this guidance, distortion functions are improved by distinguishing the 

embedding costs for ±1 embedding. Experimental results show that the proposed method is effective. 

For further study, it is significant to embedding data in the process of image beautification. 
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(a)                                       (b) 

              

(c)                                       (d) 

Figure 9. Comparisons of JUNIWARD, UERD and the improved versions against ccJRM and 

DCTR with QF = 75 and 95 for style sweet (a) against DCTR with QF = 75, (b) against ccJRM with 

QF = 75, (c) against DCTR with QF = 95, (d) against ccJRM with QF = 95. 
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